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SPITFIRES DRIVE OFF F.W.190s

Hardly had the last of Fighter Command’s night intruders over

Occupied territory landed, than the day squadrons were in action

this morning, with a large scale sweep over the Gravelines-

Hardelote area.

With the Spitfires went bomb-carrying Hurricanes. A formation

of Spitfires led by a D.F.C. squadron-leader drove off a force of

F.W.190s, though outnumbered by four to one.

The Spitfires were making for home after escorting the Hurricanes.

In the battles which followed a pilot officer and a sergeant between

them shot down a F.W.190 while several others were damaged.

A section of Spitfires, tired of looking for a fight, went down

to ground level and shot up gun posts and German troops.

The D.F.C. squadron leader who alone beat off sir attacks by
F.Ws. said afterwards: "They failed to press home their attacks on

every occasion. On the way out over the sea, my section of four

turned to attack 16 of them and though they outnumbered us they turned

away. One pilot, whose radio was smashed by a cannon shell and whose

cockpit cover panel had eight bullet holes in it, escaped unhurt and got back

safely.

More remarkable was the feat of a Hurricane pilot, a London warrant

officer. Flying at only 20 feet 15 miles inside France, he had most

of the fin and practically the whole of the starboard tail plane destroyed

by the propeller of another aircraft.

"I nearly spun in when the other chap's propeller caught my machine,"
said the pilot. "But I recovered and flew hhe greater part of 140 miles

after that. The aircraft kicked one way and then the other and I had

to fight with it a bit, but I was able to
go on and bomb a railway

station before turning for home.

"I came back pretty low and I had to land at my home base without any

flaps. I put the Hurricane down at 120 miles an hour but she made it

all right.

"It was by no means pleasant - but it’s a pretty fine tribute to

the people who made my aircraft. We found a number of small pieces of the

propeller in my machine and there were only six inches of the starboard

tail-plane left."


